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“As computers have become
more powerful, computer
graphics have advanced to
the point where it’s possible
to create photo-realistic images. The bottleneck wasn’t,
‘How do we make pixels
prettier?’ It was, ‘How do we
engage with them more?’”
Jefferson Han
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Where You
Are Now
Book 1 of the Visual Language series looked at vital PowerPoint presentation skills you really need to know before moving forward with advanced
Visual Language methods. It’s not that relying on PowerPoint is the only
way to become a fantastic visual communicator. People express ideas visually all the time nowadays using social media, blogs, websites and even
e-mail—not to mention face-to-face conversations augmented with cell
phone pictures. You don’t necessarily need presentation software to offer
and receive sight-based information.
On the other hand, this course is designed for PRESENTERS and the
reality is that presenters need PowerPoint. It represents the best and most
diversified medium for expressing ideas in flexible, visual ways. The software is versatile, powerful, almost universally available, inexpensive, and
easy to use. It does what it does very well, all considered.
Most public speakers, unfortunately, never fully understand
this potential. They dump encyclopedias worth of text-based
content onto slides and then
haranguing glazed-eyed attendees with overwhelming displays,
as though such performances are
normal. They shouldn’t be.
Slides don’t have to have a lot of
text, and they don’t have to be
complex or detail-oriented to be
incredibly communicative and
memorable. Messages can be utterly free of bullet points. Better, more
richly visual forms of expression can replace them in most cases.
But, I offer one caution at this point. If you decided to skip book 1 because
studying pictures and graphics sounded sexier, that’s okay. You nevertheless must know those fundamental skills, even as we turn focus more
toward visuals. Go back to book 1 if necessary to brush up on the basics.
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What Is Visual
Expression?
So far I’ve tossed around terms like visual language, visual expression, speaking visually, and so forth. As we move into a deeper focus on pictures,
now is a good time to more precisely clarify what those terms mean.
Interestingly enough, the definitions are still evolving, even as this book
is being written.
I define visual expression as: “using an image or graphic to help meaningfully communicate or explain an idea.” In this context, a chosen visual
complements your verbal words, adding depth and insights that only
information for the eyes can contribute.
Visual language goes a step further. We’ll define it as visual expression PLUS
flexibility. In other words, to master Visual Language—that is, speak visually—you must be able to spontaneously express ideas in visual ways
with the same ease and flexibility as spontaneously rolling words off the
tongue during a conversation. This course teaches you how to have freeflowing conversations that are both verbal and visual at the same time.
Don’t worry. You won’t be magically creating graphically rich slides out
of thin air. Visual content is prepared in advance and arranged via hyperlinks so it can be dynamically mixed and matched when needed to carry
on a free-flowing verbal and visual conversation.
Let’s set aside a discussion of Visual Language’s flexibility component
for the moment, until book 4. The goal of books 2 and 3 is first mastering
visual expression. It’s important to understand that you’ll express ideas
visually in either of two ways: directly and indirectly. That’s it!
Direct expression is showing an image, graphic, drawing, etc. that literally and realistically depicts something being discussed verbally. Here’s
an example.
I love nuts. I REALLY love cashew nuts. Maybe you do too, but have you
ever seen one growing on a tree? Probably not. Other than what comes in
a can, I had never seen a cashew nut in its natural environment until this
last spring when I was down in the Caribbean, on the island of St Lucia.
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You know what? The darn things
on the tree look a whole lot like
the ones in the can. Go figure. I
was expecting them to have a big
round sheath around them or
something. Notice that by looking at the picture, you can see
exactly what I’m talking about.
The image allows you to see my
words with extra depth.
We’ll look at more examples in a
moment but the idea with direct
visual representation is trying
to bring people inside your brain, showing them exactly what you have
seen, accompanied by additional verbal background and description.
Indirect visual expression, on the other hand, is trickier and comes in
many different forms. You’ll use this kind of expression when visualizing
abstract concepts, or when the “why” or “what it means” element is more
important that directly showing
a literal thing or event.
For example, pretend I am all of
a sudden an environmentalist.
If I were to show a picture like
the one shown here while talking generally about the greed of
capitalists who are destroying
the environment, the picture
probably would take on an indirect “inferred” meaning based
on the context of my words. You
likely would assume it depicts
a heartless corporation mindlessly destroying trees for the sake of making a buck or two. That interpretation could be accurate, but it’s equally
possible that this picture shows the operations of a responsible company
harvesting and replanting their trees, meaning the situation is more like a
farm. Or maybe this picture represents cleanup activities after an infestation or storm wipes out a swath of forest. You simply don’t know ... and
with indirect expression (inferred meaning in this case) it doesn’t matter.
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Whether visual expression is direct or indirect, you’ll often string together
multiple images to tell a story, show a process or give a sense of time
progression.
For example, I can (and later
in the book will) show some
interesting things about coffee I learned while visiting a
plantation nestled deep in the
rainforests of Costa Rica. The
guide walked us through the
plantation, along with a tour
of the machines used and drying houses. We heard and saw
how coffee bushes are planted,
trimmed and harvested. We even
discovered how to know when
the bean is ripe enough to pick,
and we picked a few.
The guide didn’t just talk. He
showed us everything. And
because I took pictures all along
the way, that experience can be
recounted both verbally and
visually. All the meaningful
information for the eyes I experienced can be yours as well.
I can’t guarantee that at the end
of this course your presentations
will be identical to giving people
a tour through a coffee plantation ... but what if they could
be somewhat like that, capturing the essence of real-life experiences and
infusing that lively energy into your talks? That’s exactly what Visual
Language methods attempt to do, capturing the engaging realities of human experience and lacing them through otherwise boring PowerPoints.
You’ll soon experience how this kind of presentation makes speaking
activities more rewarding, productive and enjoyable, not to mention less
scary. Viewers will be in the palm of your hands.
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A Tour of Visual
Expression
Something has gone seriously wrong with modern public speaking. I almost wonder if we’ve forgotten how to respect the basic “humanness” of
our viewers—stuffing their brain with mountains of facts and figures that
no normal sentient being can possibly absorb or remember, rather than
giving them what they truly need and crave. Showing a certain amount of
factual information on slides is necessary, granted, but what people deep
down really want is entertainment.
They can find factual information in many places. That’s what Google is
for. Why do they need you? They need you for your entertainment value.
Entertainment is usually visual and experiential in nature. It might involve surprise, challenge, intrigue, danger or temptation. It makes people
laugh, cry, blush with rage, scream and work their butt off to accomplish
an engaging goal. And humans are also curious about other humans and
like making connections with them. They want to know the human-interest elements behind your words, and what makes you tick.
I say all of this at the start of our focus on pictures and graphics because
simply incorporating meaningful visuals and media is a fabulously effective way of entertaining and connecting with people, even while honoring
the talk’s overall information goals. Visuals form reality in people’s mind,
as we’ll see later while exploring picture-related research. What you show
and say becomes experience to them, every bit as powerful as reality
itself. Heighten this effect even further by incorporating flexible delivery.
It’s fun being what we call “visually interactive” with viewers, where
dynamic illustrations and words flow in harmony. The experience is enjoyable for both you and the audience, transporting them to other places
and times and drawing them into scenes as though actually there. In fact,
let me show you what it’s like. I’ll take you now on a journey for a taste
of visual expression. Pretend you are in my audience and the illustrations
shown on upcoming pages are full-screen projected slides.
How did the book series you are reading come to be? You have no idea
about the circumstances of its writing, do you? It’s been written from all
corners of the world, in the midst of all kinds of adventures.
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Some pages were penned in
Arizona, in between stretches of
playing in my garden shown at
left. While all those hardy northerners shovel snow, I’m outside
in bare feet pulling weeds and
making bouquets in February—yes, gardening works a
little differently here than it does
for you. Seasons are reversed.
Everything dies in the summer
heat. Planting starts in October.
My flowers bloom in late February, all 100,000 of them.
Some book sections came to life
in the Virgin Islands, during
my time off while working on
projects with their department of
health. I’m not quite sure what
effect all those rum drinks had
on creativity while I kept a close
watch on the beach to make sure
it didn’t go anywhere, but I hope
my editor fixed it all!
Parts came to be in Las Vegas—but it’s not what you’re
thinking. My aunt and uncle
live there. I stay with them for
writing retreats … and watch
them lose THEIR money! Believe
it or not, they have a budget for
how much disappears before
stopping. It’s like my uncle says,
“You can’t be a dummy when
coming to Vegas. It’s important
to know where to go and what
to play, to get the best odds. That
way you can play twice as long
before losing everything.”
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A major inspiration for how to
organize the chapter structure
came to light on the way back
from one of those retreats, while
stopping off for some hang gliding fun on the way home. Such
unusual activities are a great
way of enhancing creativity, by
the way.
At this particular moment I’m in
Vermont, near the end of another
month-long writing retreat in the
freezing cold of February here—
stretched out on a couch by a
cozy wood stove, the guest of
my friend Tricia, a bonafide Pagan. Did I mention it’s good for
creativity to get outside of your
normal environment?
You know what? Pagans like
to have fun. The other night
we were over at another Pagan
friend’s house. He is a software
engineer by day who likes to
play with Tesla coils at night.
Cool! The
static electricity was strong
enough to
illuminate a
florescent light
bulb Tricia
held in her
hand. She took
a shock. I just
happened to
get a good shot
at the right
moment.
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The other day I photo-documented them brewing mead. You’ve
never heard of mead? Oh, well
it’s similar to wine, except made
entirely with honey instead
of grapes, and flavored with
yummy stuff like citrus, apples,
pears and spices like cinnamon,
cloves and vanilla—or when in
season, local blackberries and
raspberries. Surely all that makes
it healthy, right?
As yeast turns the honey’s sugar
to alcohol, it produces carbon
dioxide. (My gosh, I always used
to think global warming came
from cow flatulence, but now
I know it’s all those hedonists
brewing mead in the backwoods.)
To make sure the yeast is properly doing its thing, they place
a balloon over the top of the
carboy (the special bottle used
for brewing), making sure it expands. However, true regulation
brewing, as they say, substitutes
the balloon with another inflatable latex device … I used to be
innocently naive. The running
joke up here, considering you are
supposed to have a formal liquor
license to sell the stuff, is “Here,
I’ll sell you this pencil for $15
dollars. Oh, and that comes with
a free bottle of mead!”
And yesterday we were sloshing
along a snowy mountain road,
and to our delight stumbled
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upon a sugar shack. Ever hear
of those? Well, that’s where they
make the REAL yummy elixir—
Vermont maple syrup.
The maple trees at this time of year
are “running,” meaning that sap
starts flowing, and the hardy locals
“tap” it and “sugar” it. Companies
like Dave Allen’s Maple in Vermont
have this process down to a science.
Miles of poly tubing snake
throughout the forests, collecting and transporting billions of
droplets of sap, all converging on
the sugar house to be boiled down
until nothing is left except mouth-

watering syrup. Sugaring season
typically lasts approximately three
weeks, but this year it’s running
longer and they are happy. The
longer the better. Producers here
are never able to create enough to
fully satisfy demand.
I was curious about the raw sap,
what it tastes like before boiling.
Guess what. It tastes precisely like
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water, with the ever-slightest
hint of sweetness. Raw sap is
clear but condensed syrup comes
out in various shades of golden
brown, depending on the grade
produced. It takes something
like 6,000 gallons of sap to produce 50 gallons of syrup.
After sugar-house hunting ...
more Pagan fun. (Seriously, I did
get a lot of writing done on this
trip.) These hedonistic creatures
like to boil themselves in outdoor hot tubs when it’s freezing
cold, blissfully happy with snow
falling on their heads. Have you
ever been thoroughly cooked
while your hair simultaneously
freezes solid with ice? I highly
recommend it. Getting out and
walking butt-naked and barefoot
across the porch through snow,
though, is another matter.
Now I’m flying home. Well, true,
they didn’t really let me fly the
plane, but the lead pilot had
already left and I needed some
shots of a cockpit for a picture
story analogy you’ll see later.
The copilot was a good sport and
suggested taking a shot of me
after I took a few of her in role.
That was fun and unexpected.
It’s amazing what kinds of photos you can get just by asking,
and you will start asking soon.
Indeed, get ready to become a
voracious photographer, tak-
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ing pictures of anything and everything under all circumstances. I call it
being a photoholic. You never know when you’ll need a picture of something to complete a story or visual strategy.
So, there you have it. That’s the visual story behind the pages you are
reading, absent Canada, Hawaii, Australia, New Zealand, Argentina and
a few other places. Does the book seem a little more alive and real now
with such visually descriptive scenery and context behind it, or would
you have preferred limping through a bunch of factual text instead?
That’s your path ahead. You’ll begin tossing aside text in favor of bringing people inside your world and showing them things you have seen,
experienced and learned, visual situations and analogies that help them
better relate to, understand and remember your messages. In the midst of
it all, you’ll have the flexibility to display any of this content on demand,
exactly when most needed, conversationally connecting with viewers
through engaging learning experiences. It’s
pretty awesome, if not
downright addicting.
You’ll see.
Here’s a preview—what
you’re in for as you move
beyond book 3. You’ll
build what’s known as a
presentation platform that
holds all your content.
This platform eventually
becomes like a digital
representation of your
brain, full of all the individual visual elements
you might need while working with any audience.
Above is a screenshot of Aspire’s training presentation platform in slidesorter view. It gives us dynamic access to any desired topic while training, consulting, speaking at conferences, conducting webinars or sitting
around a coffee table for a one-on-one media-based discussion—hundreds and hundreds of topics—literally almost 1,000 separate slide shows
waiting to be shown.
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Here’s what you’ll be
able to do. Let’s say right
now I want to take you
on a journey through the
sugar shack story, ending
with a mouth-watering,
berry and whippedcream-heaped, maplesyrup-soaked Belgian
waffle. I can do that right
now with a single click.
That story is waiting for
me on demand whenever
I need it, no matter where
I happen to be in my presentation materials.
Indeed, I do occasionally use that story during training sessions. It’s not
just for fun and games, either. I make an important point, giving an analogy for what you are about to experience. I say something like this:
As you get deeper into your experience with visual language, especially
during the later planning, organization, and building phase, it’s a pretty
sure bet you’ll initially feel a little overwhelmed by the scope of the tasks
at hand. That’s perfectly normal. Take heart, though. It isn’t so bad. At
first, yes, you’ll need dedication and concentration to get your presentation materials converted to a visually interactive format. After that initial
period, though, the workload dramatically decreases.
Think back to our maple syrup folks. Imagine how much work it takes at
first getting all that network of tubing in place, plus setting up the collecting tanks, the boiler and all the other infrastructure. It’s an enormous
amount of work. Once that structure is in place, however, all they have to
do is retap the trees each year and hook up the existing lines to the new
taps, along with a little bit of maintenance. Everything else pretty much
falls in line.
That’s equally true for you. After your main platform structure is in place,
there’s not much left to do except basic maintenance and tweaking of the
existing permanent and reusable components. Of course, Dave regularly
expands his production capacity by adding to the tubing network each
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year, feeding in additional trees that haven’t yet been tapped. But he does
so at his own pace, as resources and time allow. That’s you, too. Once
initial priorities are in place, you’ll gradually expand available content as
resources and time allow. Everything doesn’t have to be done right now.
Platform growth is incremental, according to your definition of what’s
reasonable and doable.
I access that story using the thumbnail-based
dashboard shown here,
clicking the link indicated. That click opens
and displays the short
slide show containing the
maple syrup story. The
story (and all others like
it) is fully reusable into
the future with no additional work required.
With many such shows
ready for random display, my preparation
time for future talks
becomes minimal. Pretty
much everything needed already exists somewhere in the platform—accessible and reusable—with new elements gradually added over time to
keep content relevant and up-to-date.
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